
Sawyer Training 2015 

On May 16, 2015 nine members of Squaw Butte meet up with four Boise 

National forest rangers for a sawyer recertification session.  We met at the 

Triangle parking lot and truck pooled up to the third fork ranger cabin.   

The weather was expected 

to be wet and windy so 

everyone dressed like they 

were going duck hunting in 

Maine.  As it turned out, 

most of that wet weather 

gear was quickly shed, as 

while it stayed cloudy and 

at time was quite breezy, it 

didn’t rain while we were in 

the woods.  The training 

started with us all collecting 

our personal protection 

gear, and making sure the saws all started.  Todd DeMasters, BNF safety 

officer lead the training team, with two fire crew leads and John Hidy BNF 

trail supervisor.  We did a full safety and hazard tailgate meeting followed by 

a quick tailgate lunch and then broke up into teams of two with a BNF 

member with each team and headed to the woods to re-qualify for either “A” 

or “B” sawyer cards. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

95% of the work a trail crew does is bucking and brush cutting which an “A” 

certification covers, but the Forest Service rules indicate that a “B” or “C” 

sawyer must be present when “A” sawyers are working.  Squaw Butte has a 



number of members that have completed the “B” certification so we can 

operate Chain Saws in the National Forest without having a NF employee 

present on our projects.  Both certifications are challenging and a lot of fun 

to obtain.  Charles Chick and Rob Adams recertified “B” this last weekend 

and Janine, Shelly, Shannon, Phil and Jon renewed their “A” cards.  Nancy 

Smith participated in the field training, but needs to complete the eight hour 

class room session before she can get her “A” card.  When I didn’t have a 

saw in my hands I took a few pictures of Chick going through the process of 

evaluating and then felling a large dead tree. 

 

Evaluating a tree and building a felling plan 



 

Chick and Will discussing the felling plan 

 

Lining up the tree for where Chick wants it to fall 



 

After determining where the tree should fall, a face cut is made 

 

Will, checks out the face cut before the back cut is made? 



 

Timber – and the tree is on the ground. 

 



 

Will, evaluate the stump, looking at hinge wood and other factor that 

indicated a safe felling.  After each cut the process is discussed and 

suggestions made on how improvements to the process could be made.  

There is NO SUCH THING as a perfect tree felling; everyone could be better 

and safer. 

 



 





 


